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Dear Delegate,
It is an honour and privilege to welcome you to ZuMUN’s seventh edition – in
the spring of 2022 which finally brought about the return of in-person
conferences after all these trying times!
Uncertainties in the world due to the Coronavirus pandemic and recent
events in international politics have highlighted the need for an increased
investment into the future of diplomacy. If we want to prevent future wars,
sharpen our minds to come up with new solutions, we need to reimagine
what it means to be a diplomat on the frontlines of today’s most pressing
issues. This is where you spring into action. This year’s theme “Re:think,
Re:shape, Re:create” invites you to delve into the world of international
relations and come up with new approaches for the various conflicts and
problems we are faced with today. We hope you will be inspired by our
fantastic chairs and the topics at hand to tackle the roots of these problems
and and talk about solutions that will improve the future for all of us.
Our Secretariat and Organizing Committee has been extremely hard at work
to guarantee you a great conference experience. Our team this year has
been diverse in academic thought, backgrounds and perspectives and it has
been exceptional working with them over the course of the last few months.
They deserve our greatest gratitude and admiration, for without them this
would not have been possible.
We look forward to hosting you in Zurich Bis bald und uf Wiederluege!

Manuel Kissóczy

Alexander v. Broen

Secretary-Generals of ZuMUN 2022

A Word of Welcome
by the President of the ETH
Dear participants of this year's ZuMUN conference,
It is a great pleasure for me to welcome you on behalf of ETH Zurich! I wish you a
successful and inspiring conference and enriching encounters, from which many friendships
will surely emerge.
It is associations and organisations such as MUN ETH and MUN UZH that make a
significant contribution to a vibrant campus and ultimately to an attractive university town. I
am extremely grateful for this engagement and would like to congratulate both organisations
- MUN ETH and MUN UZH - most warmly on their 15th anniversary! I am convinced that you
will celebrate this anniversary accordingly at this year's conference and wish you a most
successful event.
Prof. Dr.Günther Dissertori
President of the ETH

A Word of Welcome
by the President of the UZH
Welcome to the University of Zurich and to this year’s Zurich Model United Nations
conference! We greatly value the international exchange of knowledge and are thus
delighted to welcome once again students from all over the world at UZH.
The 2022 ZuMUN conference takes place under the following motto: “Rethink,
Reshape, Recreate” – three keywords of particular relevance against the backdrop of
the pandemic situation, armed conflicts, and global ecological challenges. Today, more
than ever, we need young talents who are committed to rethinking existing solutions to
reshape the world around us.
As a research university with international renown, it is a main aim of UZH to not only
provide the scientific basis for solving global problems, but also to shape the future by
education the next generation of experts and future thought leaders – people who will
be able to make a difference and bring about positive change.
We are therefore truly excited that the ZuMUN conference brings together highly
motivated students with different backgrounds to discuss global problems and to
strengthen their negotiation and public speaking skills. Let me assure you that we will
do our best to make sure that ZuMUN 2022 will be remembered as an event full of
intellectual challenges, but also as an opportunity to network and form friendships.
Dear participants, I am happy to have you here, and I hope that your stay at our
university will be an inspiring and memorable experience for all of you!

Prof. Michael Schaepman
President

We would like to say

THANK YOU!
to our amazing Sponsors. Without your generous
support, ZuMUN would be nothing but an idea!

Sponsors & Partners

Since the very first conference in 2015 we could rely on our two main partners:
Founded in 1833, the University of Zurich (UZH) is
Switzerland’s largest and best ranked comprehensive
university, with a current enrollment of over 29,000
students. Made up of seven faculties covering approxi
mately 100 different subject areas, UZH is proud to
offer the most comprehensive academic program in the country. Twelve Nobel Laureates have
studied, taught or conducted research at the University of Zurich. It was the first university in
Europe to be founded by the state rather than a monarch or church.
ETH Zurich is one of the leading international univer
sities for technology and the natural sciences. It is well
known for its excellent education, groundbreaking
fundamental research and for implementing its results
directly into practice. Founded in 1855, ETH Zurich today has more than 24,500 students from
over 120 countries. To researchers, it offers an inspiring working environment, to students, a
comprehensive education. Twentyone Nobel Laureates have studied, taught or conducted
research at ETH Zurich, underlining the reputation of the university.

Further supporters of
ZuMUN 2022:
Is it true that the real espresso exists only in Italy? The cliché lasted a long
time, until a coffee connoisseur named Renato Cecchetto had a good idea
in 1986: to bring quality Italian coffee and thus the pleasure of a perfect
espresso to Switzerland. CECCHETTO Import AG is known as the
specialist in the art of preparing Italian coffee in Switzerland. The historic
company owes this success to its sophisticated and revolutionary system:
the idea of providing Cecchetto coffee machines free of charge, thus saving its customers the need
to buy a machine. In 1996, Cecchetto became Lavazza's exclusive importer and main distributor in
Switzerland and is still focusing on increasing the presence of its systems, guaranteeing their
quality and image.
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Safety Support
We like to be prepared for all eventualities and
want you to be able to safely enjoy the
conference as a delegate. Therefore, we have
designated some people that you can approach
during the conference socials, should you feel
uncomfortable in a situation. You can identify
those people by the yellow badges they will be
wearing. In addition, feel free to talk to any of
the Secretariat Members as well as your chairs,
of course!

Social Events
Game Night!
Thursday, April 28, 7 pm
Dresscode:
Casual

On Thursday night we will put ourselves to the
test to find out which delegation will achieve
world domination. Welcome to the first ever
ZuMun World Championships! Every
delegation will have a Coach, who is going to
guide them through the evening. In a series of
tasks these key qualities will be tested:
Wisdom, Improvisation, Humor, Endurance
and Motility. Brace yourself for a challenge,
that you have never seen before! (Disclaimer:
Please note, that Fun and Fair Play are the
focus of the night!)

StuZ2
Universitätsstrasse 6
8006 Zurich

Gala Night Social

Belvoirpark
Seestrasse 125
8002 Zurich

Friday, April 29, 7 pm
On Friday evening we will be attending the Gala Evening. While the
conference is filled with numerous debates and negotiations, we thought it
would be appropriate to host an elegant evening, where all delegates
could share ideas and hold long conversations with amazing food
provided. The dress code for the event is Business Western Attire, so be
prepared to wear your conference attire, or to dress up. We are looking
forward to entertaining you with live music and taking photos on the red

Dresscode:
Business Western Attire

Bar Social
Saturday, April 30, 9 pm
For our final social event of ZuMUN we will host a party on Saturday, April
30. The social will take place at Amboss Rampe, a centrally located club/
bar with a trendy industrial design. There you will get the chance to spend
a fun night dancing, drinking and socializing with your fellow delegates.

Dresscode:
Casual

Amboss Rampe
Zollstrasse 80
8005 Zurich

Getting around in Zurich
The easiest way to get from A to B in Zurich is by
public transportation and on foot. You can find all
schedules on the ZVV website: www.zvv.ch.

How to get to the University /
ETH campus:

Tram and bus lines run from 6am to 1am mostly
every 7 to 10 minutes. On Friday and Saturday
nights, there is the special nighttime network (see
below). You should always carry a valid ticket with
you since there are regular ticket controls and high
fines.

•

From Zurich Main Station or Central take Tram No. 6
(direction Zoo) or 10 (direction Zürich Flughafen) to
ETH/Universitätsspital.

•

From Bellevue take Tram No. 9 (direction Hirzenbach)
to Kantonsschule or ETH/Universitätsspital, or Tram
No. 5 (direction Kirche Fluntern or Zoo) to Kantons
schule or Platte.

•

From Zurich Airport take Tram No. 10 (direction Zürich
HB) to ETH/Universitätsspital.

Public
Transport
Schedules

See the map on the back cover of this guide for the exact locations of the
tram stops with respect to the conference venues.

Getting around at night
The Nighttime network: On Friday and Saturday

Taxis: There are several taxi companies in Zurich, which

nights from 1am until 4am, Zurich has an extensive transportation network that runs throughout the night (it’s called
"Nachtnetz"). The lines (bus lines only) are significantly
different from the usual daytime network. A regular ticket
suffices to be able to use the "Nachtnetz".

you can easily order by phone and require a waiting time of
about 5 – 10 minutes. There are also several taxi stands, in
particular around Bellevue and in front of the main station.
The basic fare is approximately 6 CHF and every kilometer is
about 3.80 CHF.
• Taxi 444: +41 44 444 44 44
• Taxi 7x7: +41 44 777 77 77
• iTaxi: +41 800 008 000 (free within Switzerland)
• Another option is:

Where to eat ?
Locations for lunch

Restaurants for dinner

ETH & UZH Mensas: the two universities have different loca-tions
to have lunch, especially on Friday of the conference between
Committee Sessions I & II.

China Restaurant Chopstick: This restaurant serves affordable
Asian meals directly in the Niederdorf.
Niederdorfstrasse 82

Commihalle: A good Italian restaurant, which can accommodate large groups upon reservation. The evening buffet offers
Zähringerstrasse 28 delicious food for an affordable price.

Holy Cow: This is a Swiss fast food restaurant with different types
of burgers, which are not the cheapest but definitely worth it.

Stampfenbachstrasse 8

Hot Pasta: A short distance from ETH, you will find a restaurant
with original Italian food.

Hiltl: The oldest vegetarian restaurant in the world. A good place

Universitätsstrasse 15 to eat, for everyone.
Sihlstrasse 28

Coop: A Swiss supermarket chain with a couple of stores around
our location.

Le Dézaley: A restaurant at the foot of Grossmünster, renowned
for their cheese fondue.

Römergasse 7
Universitätsstrasse 73 & 101
Bahnhofbrücke 1 Papa Joe’s: PJ is an American restaurant serving amazing

burgers. Papa Joe’s also offers a fun bar just downstairs.
Migros: The biggest Swiss supermarket chain where most
Schifflände 18
locations have a take-away with warm snacks, sandwiches, salads
Tibits: Another vegetarian restaurant with a “pay-by-weight”
etc.
Mühlegasse 11 lunch buffet.
Winterthurerstrasse 2- 4

TooGoodToGo: An App which allows you to save food from being
thrown away! While helping fight food waste you can also dine
what your heart desires all at a discounted price.

Falkenstrasse 12

Tschingg: This restaurant with take-away is a good and close
possibility to eat cheap and real Italian Pasta.
Oberdorfstrasse 2

Available on the App Store or on Google Play

Zur Öpfelchammer: A historical restaurant to eat delicious,
ÄssBar: Buy Bread and Pastries from yesterday to save them from typical Swiss food, right in the middle of Niederdörfli.
Rindermarkt 12
being thrown away!
Stüssihofstatt 6
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